IT solution architect with flair for transformation of IT solutions
As an IT solution architect in Asseco Denmark you will be a part of a vital business unit in our organization – Digital
Transformation Services. As solution architect you will act as both advisory and performing consultant for our
customers. In the transformation of our customers IT solutions, you will be the one who analyses, designs and drives the
implementation of new and strong solutions.
You will be a part of a rapid growing consultancy team, and you will participate in both customer-oriented tasks and
development of solutions and platforms to strengthen our transformation concept. You will get talented co-workers,
who work agile and result oriented, with a strong focus on automation and cloud-based solutions. Moreover, you will be
a part of an exiting workplace with socially engaged colleagues with a high professional standard.
Our expectations
You are good at analysing and evaluating existing enterprise IT solutions. You are among the best in your field at
designing new solutions, whether they are complementing existing solutions or built from scratch. You are ambitious on
behalf of your customers and take pride in strong and innovative solutions that raises the customers’ IT to new levels.
We expect you to continuously keep yourself up to date with new trends and best practices in relation to software
development and IT infrastructure. You are curious and communicating by nature and thrive well with collaborative
work, no matter level or function. You want to partake in the full development process, from analysis and design to
delivery and operations, and you find it natural to lead the way and make the right decisions for the team.
In return, Asseco Denmark will provide a workplace were having fun is a part of the working day, as we are convinced
that happiness and commitment creates the best results. Vi take pride in having lots of social and professional events,
building capabilities and relations – both internally and externally.
Your competencies
Vi expect you to possess a master’s degree within IT infrastructure or software development. However, other degrees
with a mix of relevant experience and education will also be considered. You must be able to communicate fluently,
written and spoken, in both English and Danish, and possess the ability to build relations and establish a healthy and
collaborative environment with colleagues, partners and customers.
You will be working with a broad spectrum of technologies and frameworks with a mix of hands on and advisory. We are
looking for different profiles, who will complement our delivery portfolio - so whether you are rooted in operations,
DevOps or development, we would be happy to receive your application.
Specifically, we are experiencing a high demand for:
•

Java

•

Databases

•

Python

•

REST

•

Maven

•

API design

•

Linux

•

Spring boot

•

Kubernetes

•

JMeter

•

Elasticsearch

•

API test

•

Shell scripting

You are a skilled and dedicated solution architect in complex full-stack solutions with a minimum of 5-10
years experience with development and implementation of either applications or infrastructure solutions.
The most important thing is that you are good at grasping technical issues, and that you rapidly can
comprehend new technologies. Your analytic skills are good, you work in a structured manner and
appreciate an agile and solution-oriented development environment.
Asseco Denmark is one of the leading IT companies within implementation and development of IT systems
for the financial service sector, however, we operate generally in all sectors with products for infrastructure
security. Additionally, we are also well positioned in the marked with IT consultants.
Asseco Denmark is a part of Asseco Group, a software and IT-solution company with more than 27,000
employees, the sixth biggest in Europe, located in Asia, the Middle East, America and Europe. For more info,
go to ww.asseco.dk.
If you want to know more about the position as solution architect or about Asseco Denmark you can
contact Kim Alexander Nilsson at kan@asseco.dk or by phone, +45 31 13 85 77.

